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South Africa has been termed in recent years, as the most exciting wine 

producing country in the world by influential international wine critics from 

leading publications, as well as the best sommeliers from around the world.  

*A well-deserved recognition leading to a bright and optimistic future for our 

dynamic wine industry.

Thanks to a diverse climate and a combination of unique soils, the South 

African terroir is even older than the European continent, with maturing 

vineyard’s and a young generation of winemakers pushing the quality 

boundaries, producing wines comparable to world benchmarks, bridging the 

gap between ‘Old World restraint and New World opulence’ at a third of the 

price on average of a classic wine region. 

Great wines play a critical role in the overall dining experience of Tsogo Sun 

hotels and restaurants, as such, we have secured for your enjoyment, a limited 

selection of South Africa’s best wines, at two of the most prestigious wine 

auctions. We invite you to discover these rare gems, as well as the opportunity 

to stock your own cellar by ordering online your favourite bottle you have 

enjoyed in our restaurants, which will be delivered to your door, wherever you 

are in South Africa or the world.

Each wine has been rated by our Group Sommelier Miguel Chan (MC) to guide 

you in your choices - enjoy!

*Wine Spectator, Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate and Decanter.

“the most exciting
wine producing 
country in the world”
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Nedbank 
Cape 
Winemaker’s 
Guild 
Was established in 1982 with the main aim to innovate, 

benchmark and shared knowledge in winemaking excellence.

CWG is today, the most prestigious and successful wine 

auction, the wines are made by a select group of the top 50 

winemaker’s in South Africa, a by nomination and invite  

only guild. 

The Limited edition bottles are made exclusively for the 

specific year’s auction, with production rarely exceeding 

900 bottles, most of the wines represent some of the finest 

examples of their kind in the world garnering exceptionally 

high scores every year when reviewed by leading sommeliers 

and international wine publications.

Nederburg 
Auction
The Nederburg Auction was founded in 1975 and was inspired 

by two leading European wine auctions, namely Kloster 

Eberbach in Germany and Hospices de Beaune in France.  

The aim of the auction was to launch South Africa’s first 

Noble Late Harvest, namely Edelkeur. 

Today it is recognised as one of the world’s five major 

wine auctions, representing some of the best-matured 

wines available in the Cape, direct from the wineries library 

collection following a stringent selection process by a panel 

predominantly composed of Master of Wine (MW’s)

Wines are subject to availability.
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Graham Beck Wines  
CWG Pieter Ferreira  
Non Plus Ultra MCC Brut 2008
Chardonnay 81% – Pinot Noir 19% | 480 bottles produced | 92 Points MC 

  

South Africa has been producing quality bottle fermented sparkling wine 

since 1971, using a traditional method similar to Champagne, known 

as Methode Cap Classique (MCC). Today quality focus producers use 

predominantly Chardonnay and Pinot Noir as their main varieties.

Graham Beck is South Africa’s sole MCC sparkling wine specialist, at the 

helm since its inception is Pieter “Bubbles” Ferreira, their charismatic 

cellar master, which probably was a “Chef de Cave” in Champagne in his 

previous life. It is one of the finest “Prestige Cuvee” sparkling wines ever 

made in South Africa to date.

This Sparkling Wine has a lime, lemon, toasted almond and honey note, it is 

structured and fresh as well as broad, with a nutty mid-palate. It is brioche on 

texture, saline, and has a persistent, smokey farewell. 72 Months on the lees. 

R895 

Back to Index
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Cape Point Vineyards CWG Duncan  
Savage Reserve White 2014
 

Sauvignon Blanc 51% - Semillon 49% | 360 bottles produced | 91 Points MC

Delicately pure with a dominant spicy, grassy Semillon character. A lean profile with lemon, cling peach, fresh and 

elegant juicy notes, as well as a saline touch.

R990

Cape Point Vineyards CWG Duncan  
Savage Reserve White 2013
 

Sauvignon Blanc 50% - Semillon 50% | 360 bottles produced | 94 Points MC

Cape Point Vineyards is the sole winery located at the tip of the Cape Peninsula district near the scenic Chapman’s 

Peak drive and Noordhoek beach. In less than 15 years they have emerged as one of the leading producers of 

world-class Sauvignon Blanc and Sauvignon blends with no less than three international trophy awards for best wine 

in the world in its class at the Decanter World Wine Awards as well as numerous 90+ Wine Spectator and Robert 

Parker’s Wine Advocate Ratings.  

This 2013 is a fine Loire meeting Graves in style, and is inspired with natural ferment blends showcasing impressive 

purity, energy and precisions. It has a note of grassy, citrus with a touch of wood, it has a tight and precise structure, 

slight nuttiness, concentrate, saline and a persistent farewell. 

R990

Nederburg Private Bin D252 Sauvignon  
Blanc & Semillon 2011 
 

Sauvignon Blanc 70% - Semillon 30% | 240 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 85 Points MC 

Private Bin “R” is made in limited quantities, exclusively for the Nederburg Auction and is hence not available under 

the mainstream Nederburg brand. Made by Razvan Macici, Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2012, one of the 

most sought after recognition and titles in the South African wine industry. Unwooded blends of Groenekloof 

Sauvignon Blanc from Darling on the West Coast and Semillon from Durbanville, similar to a top Pessac Leognan  

in profile.

Enjoy ripe tropical fruits, pineapple, passion fruit, kiwi and spicy green pepper. 

R395
Back to Index
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Waterford Estate Kevin Arnold CWG  
88 Kept Aside Stellenbosch Chardonnay 2015 
 

240 bottles produced | 92 Points MC

Kevin Arnold is one of the founding CWG members and is also one of South Africa’s most respected and 

experienced winemakers. Internationally trained at Geisenheim Wine School in Germany, with practical work done 

at Mondavi Winery in the Napa Valley, California, and study tours in Portugal, France, Italy and Chile, he founded 

Waterford Estate from scratch with Jeremy Ord in 1997, following a successful career with Delheim Wines and 

Rust en Vrede. From the oldest block of Chardonnay planted on the estate in 1987, this single vineyard offering is 

seductively perfumed with a Chablis profiling of citrus, lime and hints of peach.  

 

It is honeyed and nutty, precise, fresh and generous, has a fleshy structure, and is textured, long in length, and made 

by one of the founding members of CWG.

R1000

Vergelegen GVB Stellenbosch 2012
 

Sauvignon Blanc 56% - Semillon 44% | 60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 88 Points MC 

The renaissance of Vergelegen’s wines began in 1987, with a wine-making legacy dating back since  1 February 1700. 

Great wines are always “made” in the vineyards, Vergelegen benefits some of finest slopes of the Schaapenberg 

terroir, near Somerset West. Bordeaux inspired blends, GVB stands for Grand Vin Blanc, this classic blend made 

by legendary winemaker Andre van Rensburg, known for his outspoken personality, reflects the harmony and 

craftsmanship that sets this great estate apart.  

 

Elegant and full with lovely mature notes of preserved gooseberry. This is a tangy, juicy wine with a plush texture, 

and is as generous as it is impressive.

R850

Stellenrust Stellenbosch Chenin Blanc 2012 
 

84 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 88 Points MC

Stellenrust was established in 1928 in the prime Bottelary ward and is today one of the largest family-owned wine 

estates in Stellenbosch at over 400 hectares. Chenin Blanc has always been one of their focus varieties. Having 

access to some of the oldest vines in the region, Stellenrust is the only winery to date that has for four consecutive 

years have both their Chenin on auction. The wines have been crafted by cellar master Tertius Boshoff since 2004 – 

a testament to their consistency.

A fresh and elegant wine with notes of green apple, tropical fruit medley and peach. 

R395

Back to Index
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Louis Nel CWG “A Thousand Kisses Deep” 
Stellenbosch Sauvignon Blanc 2015 
 

480 bottles produced | 90 Points MC

Exclusive to The Cullinan in Cape Town. Louis Nel Wines was founded in 2010, after his successful career at 

Vergelegen, Neil Ellis, Warwick Estate, Hidden Valley as well as harvests in France and the USA. Louis style is best 

described as hedonistic.  

 

This is a delicate wine with green apple and spicy pear notes, and is saline yet vibrant.

R465

Bartho Eksteen Vloekskoot Sondagskloof  
Sauvignon Blanc 2015 
 

264 bottles produced | 94 Points MC

Bartho Eksteen was part of the pioneering generation of winemakers back in the mid to late 1990’s. The recognised 

Overberg district is an area with the potential to produce top quality Sauvignon Blanc in those high pyrazine (grassy) 

levels with green, spicy pepper flavour styles which customer love so much and is still to date the best-selling style.

From Sunday’s Glen (Sondagskloof) a ward of Walker Bay grown Sauvignon, this perfume offering, reveals notes of 

passion fruit, lime, gooseberries and kiwi with subtle oaking lending a spicy profile to the juicy structure. It is precise, 

long, tangy, textured, fresh, and simply impressive.  

R1050

Vergelegen Reserve Stellenbosch  
Sauvignon Blanc 2012
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 93 Points MC

The renaissance of Vergelegen’s wines began in 1987, with a wine-making legacy dating back since   1 February 

1700. The famous Schaapenberg, from a 22-year-old hillside vineyard, is one of South Africa’s most sought after 

and collectible Sauvignon Blanc, produced and only released in exceptional years, it reflects not only the exuberant 

and outspoken personality of Andre van Rensburg as the winemaker, but isa true reflection of harmony and 

craftsmanship that sets this great estate apart. Great wines are always “made” in the vineyards, Vergelegen benefits 

some of finest slopes of the Schaapenberg terroir, near Somerset West.

With lemon, blackcurrant leaf and kiwi notes, this is a pure yet structured and racy wine with a persistent length.

R525
Back to Index
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Fleur du Cap Unfiltered  
Stellenbosch Semillon 2010
90 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 92 Points MC 

In the late 1890’s Semillon were amongst the original varietal introduced in the Cape, and occupied over 99% of the 

vineyards, today it is less than 1% - how times have changed!  

 

Made by Andrea Freeborough and her team, this unfiltered offering is true to a ripe Semillon character, reflecting 

the warmth of Stellenbosch, bursting with lime, lemon grass and spicy green peppercorn, it is plush, elegant and 

structured. 

R450

Back to Index
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Almenkerk Elgin Chardonnay 2011  
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 91 Points MC 

Almenkerk Wine Estate is a small family-owned winery in Elgin, that is fast establishing themselves as one of South 

Africa’s finest Chardonnay producers.                   

Delicate citrus and tangerine notes with spicy toasty oak, this wine is lean, racy with a bright freshness, and has an 

elegant finish.

R620

Simonsig CWG Mediterraneo  
Stellenbosch 2015
 

Roussanne 66% - Grenache Blanc 28% - Verdelho 6% | 300 bottles produced | 93 Points MC

Mediterranean varieties introduced in recent years are starting to reveal their full potential in the Cape vineyards, 

adding a new dimension of flavours and styles - they are suited to the dry and warm climate without losing  

their freshness.

Chateauneuf-du-Pape Blanc inspired blends with a touch of Verdelho which is of Madeira island origin. With 

seductive notes of ripe pears, citrus, tangerine and delicate white flowers, this is a juicy, broad wine with racy 

freshness from spicy ginger and a touch of honey. It is structured with a generous farewell.

R700

Almenkerk Elgin Chardonnay 2012  
 

90 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 93 Points MC 

A generous fragrant citrus medley, with a crisp style. Freshly baked pastries, juicy, elegant, rewarding and distinctive 

with depth and texture as well as a savoury farewell.

R620

Seductive, Sleek and Lush / WHITE WINES

Back to Index
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Ataraxia CWG Kevin Grant Under The Gavel  
Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge Chardonnay 2014
 

366 bottles produced | 93 Points MC

Savoury lemon and orange peel notes, with a delicate touch of wood – this structured, bright, fresh and textural 

Chardonnay is precise and crystalline, with a lovely tightness.       

R1575

Ataraxia CWG Kevin Grant Under The Gavel  
Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge Chardonnay 2013
 

360 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC

Ataraxia in Hemel-en-Aarde located outside the coastal village of Hermanus, is one of South Africa’s finest 

Chardonnay producers. Their style is linear, racy, lean and athletic with supportive oaking. Sourced from a single 

south-facing vineyard known as The Skyfields, followed by an extreme non-interventionist winemaking approach. 

This subtly oaked wine with an intense lemon and nectarine note, is confident with a tight core, has impressive 

textures, is classy, pedigreed and has a complex persistent length. 

R1575

Ataraxia CWG Kevin Grant Under The  
Gavel Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge Chardonnay 2015 
 

240 bottles produced | 94 Points MC

 

This delicate Chardonnay has an unpretentious style with ripe, citrus, tangerine and peach notes. Concentrated 

yet elegant, spicy, pure with a citric structure, it is rolling, glossy and precise with pinpoint freshness, and a long 

persistent farewell. 

R1575

Seductive, Sleek and Lush / WHITE WINES

Back to Index
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De Wetshof Estate The Site Robertson  
Chardonnay 2006
 

30 bottles were on Nederburg auction 2015 | 93 Points MC 

De Wetshof Estate - a pioneer of Chardonnay in South Africa - has a global reputation as one of the finest wineries 

in the world, specialising in no less than seven expressions of Chardonnay. The Site is a single vineyard established in 

1986 with cuttings from the famous Burgundian Clos des Mouches vineyards, producing one of South Africa’s most 

sought after Chardonnay.          

A juicy and pure, crystalline wine bursting with green lime notes and a touch of wood.       

R3900 / SOLD OUT

De Grendel Op die Berg Ceres Plateau  
Chardonnay 2013 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 91 Points MC  

 

De Grendel has built a solid reputation as one of the best Sauvignon Blanc producers in South Africa, however, their 

latest Chardonnay and Pinot Noir from Ceres is one of the most exciting of the Winelands of late. Ceres Plateau is 

located 140km North East of Cape Town, and is the latest demarcated wine district. A continental climate influenced 

by altitudes - with vineyards at over 900 meters above sea level - shows in the wine with tactile precision, and 

tension rarely encountered in a Cape Chardonnay.  

 

With delicate citrus notes, this is a nutty, stony and spicy white wine with a persistent length.

R530

Groot Constantia Estate Constantia  
Chardonnay 2013   
 

Best Chardonnay in the world 2014 

The oldest wine estate in the Cape is the finest Chardonnay producer in Constantia valley, this 2013 wine was 

awarded the world’s best, at the prestigious Chardonnay du Monde tasting in Burgundy, France - a first for South 

Africa. Boela Gerber has been a winemaker at this historic estate since 2001. His approach to winemaking is 

minimalist and he believes that the true challenge in winemaking lies in understanding the climate and soil and 

being able to translate this in to a unique and expressive wine.

     

Enjoy ripe lemon, green orange and touch of pineapple. It has struck match complexity, acacia honey, grilled 

almonds, impressive depth of texture with a racy, vibrant acidic core, and a spectacular length.

R1600
Back to Index
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Jordan Estate CWG Gary Jordan Stellenbosch  
Auction Reserve Chardonnay 2013
 

480 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC

Jordan Estate is a world-class Chardonnay producer with too many international awards to mention. This reserve 

Chardonnay is traditionally made using natural, wild yeast from the acclaimed Nine Yards Chardonnay vineyard. 

 

An elegantly expressive wine with intense citrus, orange and grilled almond notes. This textural wine is rich in 

character, has a classic style and a new world twist. 

R1125

Groot Constantia Estate CWG Boela Gerber  
Auction Chardonnay 2015 
 

240 bottles produced | 95 Points MC 

The oldest wine estate in the Cape is the finest Chardonnay producer in Constantia valley, their 2013 was awarded 

the world’s best at the prestigious Chardonnay du Monde tasting in Burgundy.

Granite based on Clovelly soil, this single vineyard is barrel fermented, pure and ripe with a showy citrus profile. 

Juicy peach and pear notes, a textural broad structure that is precise with a fine acid line with spicy vanilla and a 

long aftertaste. A truly monumental wine!

R625

Lourensford Estate Winemaker’s Reserve 
Stellenbosch Chardonnay 2011 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg auction 2014 | 92 Points MC 

Lourensford Estate near Somerset West has since 2010 produced some of the most complex and intense wooded 

Chardonnay with impressive consistency, bold fruit expressions, brightness and texture at the same time.

 

An expressive style with characters of stone fruits and grilled nuts, this richly textured wine has a persistent length.  

R770

Back to Index
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Nederburg Private Bin D270 Chardonnay 2009  
 

360 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 91 Points MC 

Private Bin “R” is made in limited quantities exclusively for the Nederburg Auction and hence not available under the 

mainstream Nederburg brand. Made by Razvan Macici, Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2012, one of the most 

sought after recognition and titles in the South African wine industry.

This Chardonnay has green citrus notes with fresh herbs, showing a seductively fine development. It is crunchy yet 

creamy, has a bright freshness and lovely spicy oak. 

R600

Mulderbosch Barrel Fermented  
Stellenbosch Chardonnay 2008 
 

300 bottles were on Nederburg auction 2014 | 93 Points MC 

Mulderbosch has long been recognised as one of the leading Stellenbosch wineries, known worldwide for their 

barrel fermented Chardonnay and zesty Sauvignon Blanc.

A classic oak-matured Chardonnay with mealy, cereal and burnt citrus characters. It is buttery yet bright with a nutty 

mid-palate texture. It is rich and creamy with orange peel notes on aftertaste. 

R495

Paul Cluver Estate CWG Andries Burger The Wagon 
Trail Elgin Chardonnay 2013
 

516 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC

The first ever vineyard planted in Elgin was at Paul Cluver Estate in 1987, in what is still predominantly today the 

apple, pear and ‘Appletizer capital’ of South Africa. Amongst them was The Wagon Trail, planted in 1987 - a 26 years 

old, 1.8 hectare block - the oldest on the property in Elgin still in production for this CWG offering. 

This is one of South Africa’s most thrilling Chardonnay, with citrus, tangerine and spicy oak notes. It has an intense 

palate, and is saturated yet packed full with energy.

R1120
Back to Index



Paul Cluver Estate CWG Andries Burger The  
Wagon Trail Elgin Chardonnay 2015
 

180 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC

One of South Africa’s most thrilling Chardonnay with 28 year old vineyards.

A lifted, expressive, floral, pure, spicy, elegant and generous wine with struck match complexity. It has citrus and 

pineapple notes and is structured with a persistent length. 

R1120

Paul Cluver Estate CWG Andries Burger The Wagon 
Trail Elgin Chardonnay 2014
 

516 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC 

One of South Africa’s most thrilling Chardonnay  with 27 year old vineyards.

This is delicately fragrant Chardonnay with juicy ripe tangerine and citrus notes, is crystalline, structured, broad and 

spicy, flinty, and has a touch of oak with persistent length. 

R1120

Uitkyk Estate Simonsberg Stellenbosch  
Chardonnay 2009
 

30 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 93 Points MC 

The name Uitkyk (Look Out) given to the estate is most appropriate. Situated on the southwestern slopes of the 

Simonsberg mountain, it looks out across the Cape Flats to Table Mountain in the distance. Simonsberg ward is 

home to some of South Africa’s finest red wines, yet when Chardonnay is planted on the right site, the area delivers 

some of the Cape’s and the world’s best examples, especially when oaked, such as the Rustenberg Five Soldiers as 

well as this Uitkyk. They are Simonsberg finest.

With subtle citrus, this wine has an impressive fruit note on the palate. It is juicy, nutty, and elegant with structured 

freshness.

R600

18Seductive, Sleek and Lush / WHITE WINES
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De Morgenzon Reserve Stellenbosch Chenin  
Blanc 2010 
 

36 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 94 Points MC  | Exclusive to The Cullinan 

DeMorgenzon (the morning sun), was so named because it is the first part of the Stellenboschkloof valley to see 

the sun because of its high altitude and aspects. Since 2003, this winery has been owned by Wendy and Hylton 

Appelbaum with celebrated winemaker Carl van der Merwe at the helm of this cutting-edge operation, where 

Baroque music pipes through their vineyards 24/7. They believe that the power of music positively influences the 

ripening process!

An exceptional Chenin Blanc with an impressive track record, that follows the same purity mold as previous 

vintages. Notes of subtle citrus, grapefruit and honey with delicate oak, and a brush of vanilla makes this wine bright 

and fresh with lingering flavours. 

R780

Bayede 7 Icon Stellenbosch Chenin Blanc 2013 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 90 Points MC  

The first royal brand that reflects the royalty, culture, quality and history of the Southern African continent. The Royal 

Signature wine selection represents the very best of South African wines all of which are endorsed ‘by appointment’ 

to HM King Goodwill Zwelethini. This Chenin Blanc was made at Kleine Zalze, one of the most consistent producers 

of the variety.

Enjoy notes of lemon and green apples, spicy honey, and a touch of wood in this structured yet elegant wine. 

R395

Ken Forrester Vineyards The FMC  
Stellenbosch Chenin Blanc 2009
 

36 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2015 | 93 Points MC 

Situated on the slopes of the Helderberg Mountain, in the heart of Stellenbosch, Ken Forrester is the king of Chenin 

Blanc. His philosophy has always been to create a range of handcrafted, individually made wines that suitably 

complement a wide variety of food styles and provides excellent value.

 

From vineyards planted in 1974, true to The FMC style, this wine is showy and intense, with ripe peaches, almonds 

and touch of smoke. A juicy, bold and rich Chenin Blanc. 

R900
Back to Index
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Rijk’s Private Cellar Tulbagh Chenin Blanc 2009 
 

90 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 92 Points MC 

Rijk’s Private Cellar has since 2000, consistently crafted one of South Africa most captivating Chenin Blanc and 

Pinotage. Their style has always been an expression of freshness and over-ripeness, yet captures the richness and 

warmth of the Tulbagh valley. The consistency is also due to Pierre Wahl, recipient of the prestigious Diners Club 

Winemaker of the Year 2016, the winemaker since inception. 2009 was one of the greatest vintage ever in the Cape, 

one had to go back to 1974 to have similar climatic conditions where all the right elements came together. This 

shows how beautiful South African Chenin ages with time in the bottle.

 

Notes of seductive ripe red apples, pears, chamomile flower, honey, and hints of grilled hazelnuts, creates a creamy 

texture and persistent length.

R850

Mullineux CWG Andrea Mullineux Trifecta  
Swartland Chenin Blanc 2013
 

420 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Mullineux & Leeu Family Wines have in less than ten years positioned themselves as one of the most awarded 

wineries of all time in South Africa, at the forefront of innovation with terroir in mind, crafting cutting-edge, soil 

and site driven world-class wines. Hailing from San Francisco, Andrea studied Viticulture and Oenology at UC Davis 

before working at Cakebread, Viader and El Molino wineries in the Napa Valley. She first came to South Africa in 

2004 to work a 6 months stint at Waterford and then moved on to Chateauneuf du Pape where on the same trip, 

she met her husband Chris Mullineux. Andrea’s focus is on dry farmed Mediterranean varieties produced as naturally 

and classically as possible. The Trifecta Chenin Blanc comes from their three best Swartland vineyards. One Chenin

vineyard is grown on schist soil, one on granite soil and one on quartz soil; bringing depth,

freshness and spiciness to the wine, it is also naturally fermented. 

With ripe apples, Manzanilla sherry and white hazelnut notes, this is a juicy, nutty, savoury, textured and broad wine. 

R1105

Rijk’s Private Cellar CWG Pierre Wahl Tulbagh 
Chenin Blanc 2013
 

240 bottles produced | 93 Points MC

 

An exotic wine with citrus, tangerine, lime, a touch of oak and nuttiness. Enjoy a powerful mid-palate, a rich and 

creamy wine with lively acidity and great length. 

R850

Back to Index
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Stellenrust 46 Stellenbosch Chenin Blanc 2010 
 

84 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 91 Points MC 

Stellenrust was established in 1928 in the prime Bottelary ward and is today one of the largest family owned wine 

estates in Stellenbosch at over 400 hectares. Chenin Blanc has always been one of their focus points, having access 

to some of the oldest vines in the region. Stellenrust is the only winery to date that has for four consecutive years 

have both their Chenin on auction. The wines have been crafted by cellar master Tertius Boshoff since 2004 – a 

testament to their consistency. 46-year-old vineyard.

Enjoy notes of ripe tropical fruits, peaches, white flowers and honey.

R745

Rudera Stellenbosch Chenin Blanc 2004 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 93 Points MC  

Rudera Wines is an award winning, well established wine producer specialising in Chenin Blanc.   From the first 

release in 2000, the Robusto has set the pace for serious Chenin Blanc in South Africa and has achieved over fifteen 

major accolades for the category.

Delicate lime, quince and fleshy tropical fruit notes, a delicately textured wine with chiseled freshness.          

R1625 / SOLD OUT

Stellenrust 47 Barrel Fermented  
Stellenbosch Chenin Blanc 2011
 

120 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2015 | 93 Points MC 

Chenin Blanc has always been one of their focus points, having access to some of the oldest vines in the region. 

Stellenrust is the only winery to date that has for four consecutive years have both their Chenin on auction. The 

wines have been crafted by cellar master Tertius Boshoff since 2004 – a testament to their consistency.  

47-year-old vineyard. 

 

A generous, structures, ripe, juicy, and spicy oak Chenin Blanc. 

R745
Back to Index



De Grendel CWG Charles Hopkins Wooded Ceres 
Plateau Sauvignon Blanc 2014
 

600 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC 

De Grendel is synonymous with Sauvignon Blanc. The variety both from their Durbanville and Ceres sites are 

textbook examples of greatness. From a new and exciting district combining high altitudes and continental climate, 

this is a fine offering.

Notes of fleshy white fruits and delicate sweet oak make this wine fresh, tight and vibrant. It has a saline mid-palate, 

it is oily and broad, yet has an impressive texture.

R560

Stellenrust 48 Barrel Fermented Stellenbosch 
Chenin Blanc 2012 
 

180 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 92 Points MC

48-year-old vineyard. 

This wine has impressive depth and structure with ripe red apples, spicy oak, light toast and a touch of honey. 

R745

De Grendel CWG Charles Hopkins  
Wooded Sauvignon Blanc 2015
 

306 bottles produced | 92 Points MC  

2015 vintage unusually have a small portion of Darling fruit with Durbanville and Ceres for added depth and spicy 

structure.

 

A fragrant, ripe, and expressive wine with grapefruit and delicate seaweed notes, a touch of oak, and structured 

mouth feel.  

R560

22Seductive, Sleek and Lush / WHITE WINES
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Mullineux CWG Andrea Mullineux The Gris 
Swartland Semillon Gris 2014 
 

498 bottles produced | 90 Points MC 

56-year-old vineyard.  

 

This perfume wine showcases subtle citrus and is unusually Chablis-like. It has a complex gravelly note, with lead 

pencil and wet sea shells, a nutty mid-palate and structured body. 

R1030

Mullineux CWG Andrea Mullineux The Gris 
Swartland Semillon Gris 2013 
 

480 bottles produced | 90 Points MC 

Mullineux & Leeu Family Wines have in less than ten years positioned themselves as one of the most awarded 

wineries of all time in South Africa, at the forefront of innovation with terroir in mind, crafting cutting-edge, soil 

and site driven world-class wines. Hailing from San Francisco, Andrea studied Viticulture and Oenology at UC Davis 

before working at Cakebread, Viader and El Molino wineries in the Napa Valley. She first came to South Africa in 

2004 to work a 6 months stint at Waterford and then moved on to Chateauneuf du Pape where on the same trip, 

she met her husband Chris Mullineux. Andrea’s focus is on dry farmed Mediterranean varieties produced as naturally 

and classically as possible.

A rare mutation of Semillon into Gris (Grey) from a 55-year-old vineyard. A harmoniously delicate wine revealing 

pure notes of cider, apple and grapefruit with a plush texture and filling spicy mid-palate and persistent length.

R1030
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Hartenberg CWG Carl Schultz Auction Stellenbosch 
Merlot 2013
 

486 bottles produced | 94 Points MC 

Hartenberg Estate benefits from their location in the Bottelary ward with gravelly soils, suited for Bordeaux and 

Rhone varietals, such as Merlot. No wonder it is one of the finest expressions of the variety in the world, with the 

2005 vintage being awarded Trophy for Best Merlot in the World at IWSC (UK). Testament to their consistency, is 

Carl, their winemaker since 1994 and Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2005. The balance of this single vineyard 

parcel was used to make up the Mackenzie 2013, their Bordeaux-styled red blend.

Enjoy black plum pudding, cassis and blueberries, vanilla spice, and a touch of cigar ash in this well-structured and 

elegant Merlot. 

R900

Eikendal Vineyard Stellenbosch Merlot 2011
 

60 bottles were sold on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 93 Points MC 

Eikendal, a ‘young’ winery with 34 years of winemaking excellence, enjoys a prime position in the Helderberg 

pocket, near Somerset West, where some of Stellenbosch most age-worthy reds are produced consistently for the 

past five decades. 

This attractive Merlot, reveals complex notes of ripe plums, blueberries with substantial fruit on texture. It is juicy, full 

and round, generous, creamy, and has a persistent length.

R750

Nederburg Private Bin R 181 Paarl  
Merlot 2006 
 

1800 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2015 | 91 Points MC 

Private Bin “R” is made in limited quantities exclusively for the Nederburg Auction and hence is not available under 

the mainstream Nederburg brand. Made by Razvan Macici - Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2012 - one of the 

most sought after recognition and titles in the South African wine industry.

 

Enjoy seductive notes of ripe plums, mulberries and dark red fruits, a touch of coffee, spicy oak and cigar.  

R495
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Bouchard Finlayson CWG Peter Finlayson Auction 
Reserve Hemel-en-Aarde Pinot Noir 2012 
 

1188 bottles produced | 91 Points MC 

Bouchard Finlayson started as a joint venture between Bouchard Aine of Burgundy and the Finlayson one of the 

most prominent wine families in the Cape. With a pioneer of high density Pinot Noir planting “a la Bourgogne” in 

South Africa, they are consistently one of the finest expressions of the variety in the Southern Hemisphere.

2012 was an outstanding vintage for Pinot Noir, flavourful, notes of cherries, plums and raspberries, spicy, minty, 

juicy and generous, with depth of tannin and colour structured, savoury.

Revel in delicately ripe cranberries, strawberries and mulberries, engaging elegance and delicate textures. 

R1020

Villiera CWG Jeff Grier Barrel Drip  
Stellenbosch Merlot 2012
 

420 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC 

Villiera has been in operation since 1983 with Jeff being the winemaker since 1984. A winery known for their 

environmentally responsible approach, such as their commitment to nature and a sustainable future. 

An elegant offering with blueberry and dark plum layered earthy notes. A minty, peppery spice, juicy and  

plush Merlot. 

R990

De Grendel CWG Charles Hopkins  
Op Die Berg Ceres Plateau Pinot Noir 2013 
 

600 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

De Grendel has built a solid reputation as one of the best Sauvignon Blanc producers in South Africa, however, their 

latest Chardonnay and Pinot Noir from Ceres is one of the most exciting of the Winelands of late.

Ceres Plateau is located 140km North East of Cape Town, and is the latest demarcated wine district. A continental 

climate influenced by altitudes with vineyards at over 900 meters above sea level, this wine shows tactile precision 

and crunch rarely encountered in a Cape Pinot Noir.

 

A perfumed wine with delicately ripe dark cranberries, strawberries and mulberries, orange peel and tea leaf notes. A 

plush Pinot Noir with engaging elegance, spicy dark fruits, savoury, vinous, sanguine and delicate textures. 

R900
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Paul Cluver Estate CWG Andries Burger Auction 
Selection Elgin Pinot Noir 2012 
 

720 bottles produced | 96 Points MC 

The first ever vineyard planted in Elgin was at Paul Cluver Estate in 1987, in what is still predominantly today the 

apple, pear and ‘Appletizer capital’ of South Africa. The Estate is one of  South Africa’s top five Pinot Noir producers, 

in recent years their partnership with Burgundy supremo Martin Prieur as consultant, has resulted in a dramatic 

refinement in their style across all four Pinot Noir they produce. This is another tour de force by Andries Burger, who 

has completed over 20 harvests and has an intimate knowledge of each block on the farm.

The grapes were sourced and selected from their highest lying mountain vineyards on De

Rust Estate and are all new Burgundian clones. Enjoy the notes of succulent red fruit and Seville orange in this 

bright, profound and racy textured wine with a spicy mid-palate.

R1300

Gottfried Mocke Wine Projects Pinot Noir 2015 
 

360 bottles produced | 90 Points MC 

Gottfried Mocke, one of South Africa’s most talented winemakers, was at the helm of Chamonix successes in 

Franschhoek for the last fifteen years before going solo. 

A high altitude Pinot Noir from a low yielding parcel with traditional vinification methods, has resulted in a charming 

offering with ripe cherries, strawberries, spicy notes, minty blueberries and blackcurrant pastille. It is concentrated 

and compact, yet plush and generous with savoury broadness lifted by sappy freshness.

R1075

Paul Cluver Estate CWG Andries Burger  
Auction Selection Elgin Pinot Noir 2013 
 

540 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC 

With notes of ripe cherries and plums, this structured Pinot Noir is elegant with savoury bright freshness and 

peppery spiciness.

R1300
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Vriesenhof CWG Jan Coetzee Stellenbosch  
Pinot Noir 2013
 

570 magnums produced | 90 Points MC 

Jan Boland Coetzee, revered to as a former rugby legend, is one of the senior statesmen of the Cape wine industry 

and is impervious to wine fashion. His individually styled wines have a distinct character and quality. A traditionalist 

by nature, he has laboured diligently to maintain the Cape style with which he has long associated. “Wine is a mirror 

of the environment first.” A solid partnership with nature is the only way to describe the interaction between the soil, 

the vine and his winemaking skills.

This elegantly perfumed Pinot Noir is peppery with iron notes, sanguine, has good freshness, and is earthy a 

nd savoury.

R1200

Paul Cluver Estate CWG Andries Burger  
Auction Selection Elgin Pinot Noir 2014 
 

180 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC 

 

A pure and ripe wine with delicate red fruits. An elegant, juicy and spicy offering that is vinous, sanguine, composed, 

generous and structured.  

R1300
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Eikendal Stellenbosch Classique 2009
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 92 Points MC 

Eikendal a ‘young’ winery with 34 years of winemaking excellence, enjoys a prime position in the Helderberg pocket, 

near Somerset West, where some of Stellenbosch most age worthy reds are produced.

This Merlot driven classic Left Bank inspired Bordeaux style blends has an exceptional vintage with black plums, 

cassis and dark cherries notes with a pure, classy satiny mouth feel with lively freshness and long length. 

R970

De Trafford CWG David Trafford Stellenbosch 
Merlot 2009 
 

276 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Qualified as an architect and formally untrained as a winemaker, David was integrally involved in the development 

of the Trafford family farm, Mont Fleur, from a young age. With an acute appreciation of nature and a sense of time 

and place, David has put the emphasis of this small French inspired Domaine-like winery on serious styled reds with 

wines of great concentration and structure.

A single barrel from the high lying Mont Fleur vineyard in the Helderberg, dark red fruit wine with blackberry and 

plum notes. 

R3000 / SOLD OUT

Eikendal Stellenbosch Classique 2011 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 91 Points MC | Merlot - Cabernet Sauvignon - Cabernet Franc.  

 

This Merlot driven classic Left Bank inspired Bordeaux style blend is seductively ripe, brimming with black plums, 

cassis and blackcurrant, a touch floral with herbal freshness. This is a juicy, plush, savoury and structured wine with a 

touch of tobacco and new leather on finish.

R900
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Ernie Els CWG Louis Strydom Stellenbosch 2014 
 

420 bottles produced | 92 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 60% - Shiraz 30% - Merlot 10% 

This expressive and very ripe Cabernet led blend is beautifully complimented with spicy Shiraz, revealing captivating 

notes of black berries, spicy, peppery tomato, and is generous yet elegant. A juicy, rich and long wine. 

R1200

Ernie Els CWG Louis Strydom, Stellenbosch 2013
 

600 bottles produced | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 60% - Shiraz 30% - Merlot 10%. 

 As a leading South African ambassador and one of the most recognisable faces in the world of sport, Ernie Els has 

long demonstrated a passion for excellence. His focus, discipline and commitment have led to extraordinary golf 

success, and these same qualities are evident in Ernie Els Wines.

Expressive and bold best describes Ernie Els’s style of wines. This punchy Cabernet led blend is beautifully 

complimented with spicy Shiraz revealing seductive notes of ripe cassis and blackcurrants, it is structured, 

concentrated with saturated fruit and has an intriguingly fresh farewell.

R1200

Grangehurst CWG Jeremy Walker Cape  
Reserve Blend Stellenbosch 2009 
 

810 bottles produced | 92 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 50% - Pinotage 32% - Shiraz 16% - Mourvedre 2%. 

Established in 1992 by Jeremy Walker, Grangehurst is one of the most traditional producers within the Helderberg 

pocket, near Somerset West. His style of winemaking is not for instant gratification; they are ripe yet unpretentious. 

Firm, structured and savoury wines that only start to revealing their pedigree when at least seven years’ old - which 

we are proud to offer here.

With concentrated cassis notes, this is a complex, earthy, spicy and textured wine with leathery mouth feels and a 

persistent length.   

R1100
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Groot Constantia Estate Gouverneurs Reserve 
Constantia 2006 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 49% - Merlot 31% -  

Cabernet Franc 15% - Malbec 5%

The oldest wine estate in the Cape. Groot Constantia is one of the finest red Bordeaux style producers in the 

Constantia valley, alongside Buitenverwachting and Constantia Glen. Boela Gerber has been a winemaker at this 

historic estate since 2001. His approach to winemaking is minimalist and he believes that the true challenge in 

winemaking lies in understanding the climate and soil and being able to translate this in to a unique and  

expressive wine. 

A floral wine with smoky toast complexity. Enjoy savoury notes of cassis and black olives, in this pure and profound 

wine with cinnamon and peppery spiciness. Nederburg Auction 2014. 

R1410

Grangehurst Stellenbosch 2006  
 

120 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 |89 Points MC

Established in 1992 by Jeremy Walker, Grangehurst is one of the most traditional producers within the Helderberg 

pocket, near Somerset West. His style of winemaking is not for instant gratification; they are ripe yet unpretentious. 

Firm, structured and savoury wines that only start to revealing their pedigree when at least seven years’ old - which 

we are proud to offer here. 

With pure cassis notes, this is a plush wine with fine grip and tea leaf complexity.  

R1100

Jordan Estate CWG Gary Jordan Sophia  
Stellenbosch 2011
 

1080 bottles produced | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 48% - Merlot 30% - Cabernet Franc 22%

Jordan Estate is without a doubt one of the great First Growth wineries of South Africa. Their unparalleled quest for 

perfection across the range as well as the unique soil character of their Stellenboschkloof sites is indeed a unique 

feature. A blend of the best ‘Cobblers Hill’ barrels and a reserve Cabernet Sauvignon, this wine has

been named ‘Sophia’ after the legendary mother of Faith, Hope and Charity. The characteristics of the three 

Bordeaux varieties that make up this exceptional wine, were harvested from the best hillside vineyards at Jordan, 

which overlook Table Mountain and False Bay. 

A wine with perfectly ripe notes of cassis and blackcurrant, it is juicy, vibrant, savoury, textured and airy in style. 

R1300
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Kanonkop Estate Paul Sauer Simonsberg 
Stellenbosch 2003
 

90 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 |92 Points MC - Cabernet Sauvignon 63% - 31% Cabernet Franc – 

6% Merlot

If there is one wine estate in South Africa that can compete if not outperform some of the very best Bordeaux Left 

Bank First and Second Growth depending on vintage variations and blends, it is without a doubt Kanonkop. Their 

consistency in achieving completeness year in year out, is nothing short of greatness, except they do not have 

two hundred years of heritage of uninterrupted winemaking to be in the same league to brag about. Their French 

counterpart, Paul Sauer is one of the great red wines of the world. 

From an exceptionally cool vintage, regarded as one of the finest of the 2000’s, this wine is best described as a lifted 

aromatic wine with bell pepper notes. It is still youthful, elegant and classic with lingering blackcurrant and cigar 

notes. Nederburg Auction 2014.

R2100

Jordan CWG Gary Jordan Sophia, Stellenbosch 2012  
 

588 bottles produced | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 57% - Merlot 29% - Cabernet Franc 14% 

Enjoy delicate cassis in this showy, structured, pure, juicy, spicy, precise and elegant wine with savoury textures. 

R1300

Kanonkop Estate Abrie Beeslaar CWG  
Paul Sauer Simonsberg Stellenbosch 2011
 

450 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 70% – Cabernet Franc 18% – Merlot 12%

With grapes from 26-year-old vineyards – only three barrels of the best Paul Sauer were selected for this vintage

R2100
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Kanonkop Estate CWG Paul Sauer Simonsberg 
Stellenbosch 2013   
 

384 bottles produced | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 68% - Cabernet Franc 17% - Merlot 14%

With grapes from 28-year-old vineyards 

This unpretentious wine has notes of black fruit and blackcurrants pastille. It is round, juicy, savoury and earthy with 

spicy oak which gives it impressive purity. An engaging yet elegant wine with great mid-palate textures and just the 

perfect tightness. 

R2100

Kanonkop CWG Abrie Beeslaar Paul Sauer 
Simonsberg Stellenbosch 2012  
 

600 bottles produced | 94 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 70% - Merlot 15% - Cabernet Franc 15%

With grapes from 27-year-old vineyards – this is a vintage with freshness.  

Perfectly ripe black fruits and blackcurrants make this an earthy, lead pencil, cedar wood, savoury wine with a  

racy farewell.

R2100

Luddite CWG Niels Verburg Auction Reverse Walker 
Bay 2011
 

570 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC | Shiraz 92% - Mourvedre 8%

“Technology and mechanisation will never be a substitute for passion.” This pretty much sums up the winemaking 

philosophy of Verburg, from their 16 hectares Bot River site. This Auction Reverse has been selected from the best 

Shiraz barrels of the 2011 vintage. 8% Mourvedre was blended with the Shiraz for an extra layer of richness. 

This wine has ripe dark plums and meaty notes. It has spicy layers with perfumed violet undertones, bright purity and 

restraint yet concentrated with oaky complexity and a silky finish.

R1100
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Meerlust Estate Rubicon Stellenbosch 2001 
 

30 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2015 | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 70% - Merlot 15% -  

Cabernet Franc 15%

Long recognised for producing world-class wines, Meerlust Estate has been the pride of the Myburgh family since 

1756. Today, the traditional dedication to the art of winemaking continues under the guidance of Hannes Myburgh, 

eighth generation custodian with Chris Williams as cellar master since 2004.

This wine shows subtle purity with delicate cassis, black fruits and currant notes. It has bright tannins, earthy 

complexity and a long aftertaste. 2001 was the last Rubicon vintage of the legendary Georgio Dalla Cia. 

R3000

Luddite CWG Niels Verburg The Broken Ankle  
Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 
 

540 bottles produced | 92 Points MC | Shiraz 91% – Cabernet Sauvignon 9%. 

The Shiraz portion of this wine is from their oldest vineyard and the Cabernet portion is also from their own 

vineyards.

Enjoy ripe black fruits and tea leaf scents with rosemary notes. The delicate oaking shows maturity in this fresh wine 

with tight depth of texture. It is plush, savoury and earthy. 

R1100

Grangehurst CWG Jeremy Walker Cape  
Reserve Blend Stellenbosch 2009 
 

810 bottles produced | 92 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 50% - Pinotage 32% - Shiraz 16% - Mourvedre 2%. 

Established in 1992 by Jeremy Walker, Grangehurst is one of the most traditional producers within the Helderberg 

pocket, near Somerset West. His style of winemaking is not for instant gratification; they are ripe yet unpretentious. 

Firm, structured and savoury wines that only start to revealing their pedigree when at least seven years’ old - which 

we are proud to offer here.

With concentrated cassis notes, this is a complex, earthy, spicy and textured wine with leathery mouth feels and a 

persistent length.   

R1100
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Nederburg Private Bin R109 Cabernet  
Sauvignon & Merlot 2007 
 

960 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 92+ Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 60% - Merlot 40% 

A pure wine with a black fruit medley and savoury notes of tea leaf. It is elegant with a great mid-palate structure.  

R830

Nederburg Private BIN R 103 
 Cabernet Sauvignon & Shiraz 2009 
 

960 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 92 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 51% - Shiraz 49%

Private Bin “R” is made in limited quantities exclusively for the Nederburg Auction and is hence not available under 

the mainstream Nederburg brand. Made by Razvan Macici, Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2012, one of the 

most sought after recognition and titles in the South African wine industry.

With blackcurrant, cassis and ripe plums notes, this wine has fragrant notes of new leather and tobacco, and is 

delicately juicy and fresh.  

R585

Neil Ellis CWG Insignium 2012 
 

366 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC | 75% Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch Cabernet Sauvignon – 25% Groenekloof, 

Darling Cinsaut 

Following studies in Oenology and Viticulture, Neil made wines for KWV, Groot Constantia and Zewenwacht, before 

establishing his own winemaking enterprise in 1986.

Neil produces wines that express the distinctiveness of terroir from vineyards in the Jonkershoek Valley, Groenekloof 

near Darling and the cooler Elgin Valley.

A pure wine with cassis, blackcurrant and black plum notes. It is earthy, delicate and savoury with black olives and a 

spicy texture. It is lean and racy with an engaging structure and persistent farewell. 

R825
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Saronsberg CWG Dewaldt Herns  
Die Erf Tulbagh 2011   
 

204 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC | Shiraz 71% - Grenache Noir 9% - Mourvedre 9% - Viognier 2%

Having grown up on his father’s grape farm in the Paardeberg, Swartland, Dewaldt has always had an intimate 

relationship with the vine. His winemaking career started at Rust en Vrede which greatly influenced his winemaking 

and viticulture philosophy as well as harvest at Dry Creek Vineyards, Sonoma, California and Domaine Cave Yves 

Cuilleron, Condrieu, France. The Saronsberg style is about showcasing the intensity of fruit ripeness, yet achieving 

extraordinary savouriness across the range - a daring act that is virtually impossible to achieve. With Saronsberg 

since 2004 and from the maiden vintage, the winery has received numerous awards year on year.

This Rhone inspired spicy blend is subtle with pure black fruits and dark plums. It is structured, juicy and savoury with 

black olive notes. It is broad with mid-palate stuffing and has a peppery complexity. 

R1500

Rust en Vrede Estate CWG Coenie Snyman 
Stellenbosch 2011 
 

396 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 60% - Shiraz 30% - Merlot 5% - Petit Verdot 5%

Rust en Vrede has a proud and illustrious history with many accolades being bestowed upon the Estate.

Coenie joined Rust en Vrede in 2006 as a winemaker, making him only the third appointed winemaker since 1977 

when the Engelbrecht family acquired this prestigious Estate. He is named Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2009.

With concentrated notes of ribena, cassis and blackcurrant pastille, this wine is showy, oaky with layered richness 

and a touch of spice. A plush, elegant, savoury wine with a long graphite farewell. 

R1410

Spier CWG Frans K Smit Auction Reserve 
Stellenbosch 2010
 

588 bottles produced | 93 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 40% – Merlot 37% – Cabernet Franc 23%

Focus, determination and an overriding commitment to a self-imposed benchmark for the quality of his wines, has 

seen Frans Smit, Spier cellar master, amass an impressive list of awards. With a hands-on approach to winemaking, 

Frans’s style and focus is on mid-palate weight - a hallmark of his wines.

A wine with profound notes of cassis and black plums notes, it is earthy and spicy with juicy broad mouth feels. 

R1025
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Strydom Family Wines CWG Rianie Strydom 
Paradigm, Stellenbosch 2012 
 

588 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 74% - Merlot 16% - Cabernet Franc 5% - Petit 

Verdot 5%

Strydom Family Wines is run by a husband and wife team, Rianie and Louis Strydom, from their small vineyards in 

the Simonsberg ward of Stellenbosch. Both are celebrated winemaker’s on their own, Rianie is a day winemaker at 

award winning Haskell Vineyards and Louis at world renown Ernie Els Wines.

This fantastic Cabernet led, Bordeaux Left Bank inspired blend is perfumed, layered with blueberries, plums, cherries 

and dark chocolate. It is juicy and savoury with elegant textures, it is engaging and has a spicy farewell. 

R795

Spier CWG Frans K Smit Auction Selection, 
Stellenbosch 2011   
 

300 bottles produced | 92 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 47% – Merlot 36% – Cabernet Franc 17%

 

This rich blend reveals pure black fruit, cassis, blackcurrant and fragrant oak notes. There is a generosity of texture, 

and it is juicy with saturated ripe fruit yet elegant, structured, spicy, and long. 

R1025

Strydom Family Wines CWG Rianie Strydom  
The Expatriate Stellenbosch 2013   
 

420 bottles produced | 95 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 60% - Shiraz 40% 

This intense and perfumed blend is surprisingly quite Bordeaux-like. Enjoy notes of blackcurrant as well as cassis 

with graphite. It is pure, spicy, plush and elegant. It is complex with a racy freshness, and profound with its  

subtle oaking. 

R795
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Uitkyk Estate Simonsberg Stellenbosch  
Cabernet Sauvignon Shiraz 2001
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 94 Points MC 

The name Uitkyk (Look Out) given to the estate is most appropriate. Situated on the southwestern slopes of the 

Simonsberg mountain, it looks out across the Cape Flats to Table Mountain in the distance. Simonsberg ward is 

home to some of South Africa’s most consistent and finest Cabernet Sauvignon and Bordeaux style reds such as 

Kanonkop Estate Cabernet Sauvignon and Paul Sauer, Delheim Grand Reserve and Warwick Trilogy as well as Le 

Bohneur Cabernet Sauvignon.

 

A wine with powerful cassis, plum and leafy tobacco notes. It is fresh and vibrant with a spicy farewell. 

R745

Tokara CWG Miles Mossop Tribute  
Stellenbosch 2010  
 

1200 bottles produced | 95 Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 95% - Malbec 5%

Tokara located high up on the Helshoogte Pass is an impressive operation crafting world-class wines true to 

their site, year in year out, along with a curated art gallery and spectacular dining options. This wine is a blend of 

Cabernet Sauvignon wines from the two consistently best performing vineyards on Tokara.

A wine with blackcurrant, cassis and spicy notes of cedar. The palate is full and rich with intensely textured tannins 

which are tight and grainy. The finish is intensely long, displaying surprising freshness to one of Stellenbosch’s finest 

expression of Cabernet. 

R1250

Tokara CWG Miles Mossop Tribute Stellenbosch 
Cabernet Sauvignon 2011
 

480 bottles produced | 95 Points MC

Tokara located high up on the Helshoogte Pass is an impressive operation crafting world-class wines true to 

their site, year in year out, along with a curated art gallery and spectacular dining options. This wine is a blend of 

Cabernet Sauvignon wines from the two consistently best-performing vineyards on Tokara. 

With a ripe style, cassis and dark sweet fruit notes, this wine is juicy, elegant, generous and round, seamless  

and persistent. 

R1250
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Graham Beck Coffeestone Stellenbosch  
Cabernet Sauvignon 2009 
 

168 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 90 Points MC

The origin of this wine’s curious name is a reference to the Coffeestone vineyard in Firgrove, Stellenbosch where 

the fruit for this classy Cab was sourced. The soil where these old low yielding bush vines are planted is composed 

of deep granite gravel on laterite (coffeestone) and weathering clay (saprolite). It is one of the very last red wines 

made by Graham Beck. As of 2016, the winery’s sole focus will be on the production of world class MCC sparkling 

wines - order it now before it’s all gone.

A classic Cabernet with cassis, blackcurrant, whiffs of cedarwood and cigar box. It is an elegant and generous wine 

with rich chocolate flavours, and a persistent length. 

R895

De Trafford CWG David Trafford Stellenbosch 
Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 
 

528 bottles produced | 93 Points MC

Qualified as an architect and formally untrained as a winemaker, David was integrally involved in the development 

of the Trafford family farm, Mont Fleur, from a young age. With an acute appreciation of nature and a sense of time 

and place, David has put the emphasis of this small French inspired Domaine-like winery on serious styled reds; with 

wines of great concentration and structure.  A selection of two new barrels. One from their neighbours Keermont 

and one from their Mont Fleur vineyard - north on decomposed granite mountain slopes. 

A juicy, savoury and structure wine with blackberry, plums, spicy notes, pepper and lead pencil.

R750

Hartenberg Estate CWG Carl Schultz  
Stellenbosch Auction Cabernet Sauvignon 2010
 

840 bottles produced | 96 Points MC

Hartenberg Estate benefits from their location in the Bottelary ward with gravelly soils, suited for Bordeaux and 

Rhone varietals, such as Merlot. No wonder it is one of the finest expressions of the variety in the world, with the 

2005 vintage being awarded Trophy for Best Merlot in the World at IWSC (UK). Testament to their consistency, 

is Carl, their winemaker since 1994 and Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2005. With a cross-continent style, 

showcasing the best of Bordeaux left bank, Napa and South Africa’s best example of Cabernet. 

It is profound with impressive purity, and has bright cassis and peppery spice, with powerful and fragrant notes of 

dark red fruits. A juicy, concentrated and plush wine with textural complexity.

R1360
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Kanonkop Estate Simonsberg Stellenbosch  
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994 
 

90 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 92 Points MC

If there is one wine estate in South Africa that can compete if not outperform some of the very best Bordeaux Left 

Bank First and Second Growth depending on vintage variations and blends, it is without a doubt Kanonkop. Their 

consistency in achieving completeness year in year out, is nothing short of greatness, except they do not have two 

hundred years of heritage of uninterrupted winemaking to be in the same league to brag about.  

An exceptional Cabernet showing bright maturity, it is packed with berries and integrated oak, and is well-structured.  

R2100

Le Bohneur Simonsberg Stellenbosch  
Cabernet Sauvignon 2001 
 

150 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 92 Points MC

This 163-hectare estate with the optimistic name of Le Bonheur (happiness) is situated along the slopes of Klapmuts 

Hill in the northern reaches of the Simonsberg Mountain in the Stellenbosch Wine of Origin district. Simonsberg 

ward is home to some of South Africa’s most consistent and finest Cabernet Sauvignon and Bordeaux style reds 

such as Kanonkop Estate Cabernet Sauvignon and Paul Sauer, Delheim Grand Reserve as well as Warwick Trilogy. Le 

Bohneur always represents exceptional value. A textbook Cabernet from an exceptional vintage that is only starting 

to reveal it’s world-class potential. 

Enjoy ripe dark red fruit notes in this juicy wine with substantial length.  

R775

Kanonkop Estate Abrie Beeslaar CWG  
Paul Sauer Simonsberg Stellenbosch 2011
 

450 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC | Cabernet Sauvignon 70% – Cabernet Franc 18% – Merlot 12%

With grapes from 26-year-old vineyards – only three barrels of the best Paul Sauer were selected for this vintage

R2100
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Kleine Zalze Family Reserve Stellenbosch  
Cabernet Sauvignon 2007 
 

300 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2015 | 93 Points MC 

This wine is from one of South Africa’s finest Cabernet producers. It has great consistency and longevity, it is pure 

with powerful blackberry, currant and mulberry notes, and is peppery with a savoury texture.           

Enjoy cigar and tobacco notes with its persistent length.                   

   

R1220

Kleine Zalze CWG Johan Joubert Granite Selection 
Stellenbosch Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 
 

393 bottles produced | 94 Points MC

Johan Joubert grew up on his family wine farm in Bonnievale, after graduating at Elsenburg, he started his 

winemaking career at Muratie where his 1995 Cabernet Sauvignon earned him the title of being the youngest 

winemaker to win the General Smuts Trophy. A further highlight of his career was winning the 2001 Robert Mondavi 

Trophy for International Winemaker of the Year at the IWSC in Bordeaux. Johan always stays humble in his approach 

and believes that the wine has to do the talking. He has an innovative approach to winemaking yet never loses sight 

of the old principles and traditions. 

This one-barrel selection is a profound expression of Cabernet. It is opened, layered, peppery, spicy and has cured 

ham notes. A bright, long and persistent wine. 

R1220

Le Riche CWG Etienne le Riche Stellenbosch  
Auction Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 2011  
 

540 bottles produced | 92 Points MC

Le Riche wines built their world-class reputation on Cabernet Sauvignon and is justifiably one of South Africa’s and 

the world, most sought after super-premium Cabernet. Their style combines opulence with the purity of fruit and 

freshness. A single vineyard from the lower Helderberg foothills, close to False Bay. Gravelly soils.

This elegant and generous wine with cassis and blackcurrant, is savoury and pure with graphite and tobacco  

notes – it is classy and a true classic.

R1575
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Uitkyk Simonsberg Stellenbosch  
Cabernet Sauvignon (1.5L) 2001 
 

24 magnum were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 93 Points MC 

The name Uitkyk (Look Out) given to the estate is most appropriate. Situated on the southwestern slopes of the 

Simonsberg mountain, it looks out across the Cape Flats to Table Mountain in the distance. Simonsberg ward is 

home to some of South Africa’s most consistent and finest Cabernet Sauvignon and Bordeaux style reds such as 

Kanonkop Estate Cabernet Sauvignon and Paul Sauer, Delheim Grand Reserve as well as Warwick Trilogy and Le 

Bohneur Cabernet Sauvignon. A textbook Cabernet, from an exceptional vintage that is only starting to reveal its 

world-class potential.  

A ripe and showy wine which is surprisingly still youthful, elegant and structured. Exceptional value for a magnum.                  

   

R1800

Nederburg Private BIN R 163  
Cabernet Sauvignon 2009  
 

120 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 93 Points MC 

Private Bin “R” is made in limited quantities exclusively for the Nederburg Auction and is hence not available under 

the mainstream Nederburg brand. Made by Razvan Macici, Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2012, one of the 

most sought after recognition and titles in the South African wine industry.

Enjoy subtle cassis, ripe blackcurrants and dark chocolate with minty freshness. A savoury wine with graphite and 

cigar notes. 

R1400

Beyerskloof CWG Beyers Truter Traildust 
Stellenbosch Pinotage 2012 
 

360 bottles produced | 93+ Points MC 

Beyerskloof was founded in 1988 by one of the Cape’s most foremost wine makers. Beyers Truter is one of the great 

personalities of all time in the South African wine industry, having built his career as cellar master of Kanonkop Estate 

and known as the PINOTAGE KING around the world - his passion is undoubtedly red wine. He was awarded the 

prestigious Diners Club Winemaker of the Year in 1987 as well as a host of international recognitions, such as The 

Robert Mondavi Trophy for International Winemaker of the Year in 1991.His Pinotage has been an eight-time winner 

in the Top 10 competition. Traildust is a world-class expression of Pinotage and is a selection of the finest barrels.

Enjoy a juicy and elegant wine with notes of reserved plums and cured meat. A racy wine wine bright energy and 

earthy layers. 

R1895
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Beyerskloof CWG Beyers Truter Traildust 
Stellenbosch Pinotage 2014  
 

180 bottles produced | 91+ Points MC 

This Pinotage is ripe, showy, pure and complex with supportive oaking. Enjoy cassis and black cherry notes in this 

sweet yet savoury, elegant wine with earthy notes. A structured, round, juicy and glossy product.    

R1895

Beyerskloof CWG Beyers Truter Traildust 
Stellenbosch Pinotage 2013 
 

288 bottles produced | 90 Points MC 

A saturated and pure wine that is unpretentious and juicy with savoury black olive notes. An elegant, structured and 

fresh Pinotage.  

R1895

Fleur du Cap Stellenbosch Pinotage 2005
 

96 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2015 | 93 Points MC 

Fleur du Cap wines are true to their varietal character, reflecting their sense of place i.e. the various terroir of 

Stellenbosch, where their fruits are sourced. Aged Pinotage are truly intriguing; they reveal their Pinot Noir heritage, 

not dissimilar to aged Burgundy.

A ripe and fragrant wine with dark cherry and plum notes. It is earthy with a persistent sweet fruit farewell.  

R1550 / SOLD OUT
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Spier 21 Gables Stellenbosch Pinotage 2009 
 

180 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 90 Points MC

Focus, determination and an overriding commitment to a self-imposed benchmark for quality of his wines, has seen 

Frans Smit, Spier cellar master, amass an impressive list of awards. With a hands-on approach to winemaking, Frans’s 

style and focus is on mid-palate weight - a hallmark of his wines.

A pure, earthy style with sweet ripe fruits and an elegant farewell. 

R550

Rijk’s Private Cellar CWG Pierre Wahl Tulbagh 
Pinotage 2013  
 

228 bottles produced | 91 Points MC 

 

A perfumed Pinotage with blackcurrant, blackberry and sundried tomato notes. A textbook example of Pinotage - 

spicy, savoury, gamey, elegant, structured and persistent.  

R1500

Bayede 7 Icon Stellenbosch Shiraz 2011  
 

180 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 92 Points MC 

The first royal brand that reflects the royalty, culture, quality and history of the Southern African continent. The Royal 

Signature wine selection represents the very best of South African wines all of which are endorsed ‘by appointment’ 

to HM King Goodwill Zwelethini. Made by Miles Mossop at Tokara.

A perfumed Shiraz, which is peppery, elegant and savoury with an engaging style. 

R650
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Boschkloof Epilogue Stellenbosch Syrah 2014    
 

240 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

 

Boschkloof Wines, a boutique operation in Stellenbosch, started in 1996 by Jacques Borman. He was the 

winemaker of La Motte in Franschhoek from 1984 until 2003 as well as a director of Rupert and Rothschild from 

1997 to 2003. His La Motte Shiraz and Millenium red blends were some of the most awarded wines in South Africa 

during this period. Over a short period of time, their Syrah has firmly positioned itself as one of the finest expressions 

of the variety in the world - Minute productions has certainly contributed in maintaining the exceptionally  

high quality.

A pure and subtle offering with plums, black olives, rosemary, lavender and Mediterranean herbs. An earthy, juicy, 

fresh, elegant and spicy wine which is well-structured.  

R1450

Boekenhoutskloof CWG Marc Kent Coastal  
Region Auction Reserve Syrah 2012  
 

516 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Boekenhoutskloof was established in 1776 and restored in 1993 by the current owners. Located in the furthest 

corner of the beautiful Franschhoek valley, the farm means “ravine of the Boekenhout” (pronounced Book-n-

Howed). Boekenhout is an indigenous Cape Beech tree greatly prized for furniture making. Marc Kent is the driving 

force behind this dynamic farm. A maverick spirit, Marc is unafraid to experiment with the unconventional, but 

his principal commitment is to quality on every level and in every detail. He was the first winemaker to realise the 

potential of old Syrah vines, setting benchmarks in the mid-1990’s with bottling that could rub shoulders with the 

greatest Northern Rhone classic’s - giving new impetus to the variety in the Cape. Marc was Diner’s Club Winemaker 

of the Year in 2007. 

A fragrant and floral Syrah with dark plums and ripe blueberries. It has a bright purity and is earthy with a 

 minty freshness. 

R1745

Cederberg CWG David Nieuwoudt  
Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2012  
 

900 bottles produced | 96 Points MC

Cederberg Cellars with 74 hectares under vines is the highest vineyard in the Cape at 1069 meters above sea level, 

run by Dawid and his team. It is the source of spectacular Shiraz, Sauvignon Blanc and Chenin Blanc - yet across 

the range there is a fine line of perfection and excellence. From a 0.4 hectare block, the name ‘Teen die Hoog’ was 

given by the workers on the farm - not because they see this cold south easterly facing red slate hill as the highest 

vineyard in the country, but because they see it as the toughest pick of the season.

This 2012 is a proud young sibling of the world’s number one Shiraz, as selected by the international Syrah du 

Monde 2014. 

With impressive purity, this Shiraz is bursting with dark plums notes and spicy chocolate. It is concentrated and juicy 

yet elegant with savoury edges, it has energy and a persistent peppery farewell.  

R1600
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Cederberg CWG David Nieuwoudt  
Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2014  
 

360 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

A perfumed Shiraz, best described as oaky and showy with ripe black fruits, mulberries, blackcurrants, rosemary and 

violets. A juicy, savoury and elegant yet concentrated wine which is well-structured with earthy dark  

chocolate notes.  

R1600

Cederberg CWG David Nieuwoudt  
Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2013  
 

840 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Pure and fragrant, this wine is ripe with peppery, lead pencil and massive fruit notes. A savoury, fresh, structured and 

spicy offering with mouth coating tannins, and a persistent farewell.  

R1600

Groot Constantia Estate CWG Boela Gerber  
Auction Shiraz 2011
 

600 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Groot Constantia is the oldest wine estate in the Cape, and is one of the finest Shiraz producers in Constantia 

valley, alongside Eagles Nest, yet two distinct styles. Boela Gerber has been a winemaker at this historic estate 

since 2001. His approach to winemaking is minimalist and he believes that the true challenge in winemaking lies in 

understanding the climate and soil and being able to translate this in to a unique and expressive wine.

With ripe dark plums, cherries and blackcurrants, crushed black pepper and bacon dust this wine is mouth filling, 

juicy and fresh with tangy black olive notes.  

R1125
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Groot Constantia Estate CWG Boela Gerber  
Auction Shiraz 2014 
 

240 bottles produced | 91 Points MC 

A spicy Shiraz with black fruits and oaking, it is showy, elegant and well-structured. A fresh, juicy wine with black 

olives tension, sanguine, and a long persistent length.  

R1125

Groot Constantia CWG Boela Gerber  
Constantia Auction Shiraz 2012 
 

540 bottles produced | 92+ Points MC 

A pure Shiraz with cassis and blackcurrant. A wine best described as peppery, earthy and savoury with lead pencil. It 

has a juicy palate, it is broad with substantial fruit and has a fresh farewell.

R1125

Groot Constantia Estate CWG Boela Gerber  
Auction Shiraz 2011
 

600 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Groot Constantia is the oldest wine estate in the Cape, and is one of the finest Shiraz producers in Constantia 

valley, alongside Eagles Nest, yet two distinct styles. Boela Gerber has been a winemaker at this historic estate 

since 2001. His approach to winemaking is minimalist and he believes that the true challenge in winemaking lies in 

understanding the climate and soil and being able to translate this in to a unique and expressive wine.

With ripe dark plums, cherries and blackcurrants, crushed black pepper and bacon dust this wine is mouth filling, 

juicy and fresh with tangy black olive notes.  

R1125
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Hartenberg Estate The Stork Stellenbosch 2006 
 

60 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 92 Points MC 

The Stork used for this wine, is one of the best parcels of single vineyard Shiraz on the Hartenberg Estate.  

A full-bodied Shiraz bursting with black cherries, plums and violets, it is toasty and showy.         

       

R1700

Hartenberg Estate CWG Carl Schultz Auction 
Stellenbosch Shiraz 2011  
 

552 bottles produced | 94 Points MC 

Hartenberg Estate benefits from their location in the Bottelary ward with gravelly soils, suited for Bordeaux and 

Rhone varietals. The Estate first came to prominence in the late 1970’s under the ‘Montagne’ label, producing 

top end Shiraz. Today the property produces three highly regarded examples of this grape. Testament to their 

consistency, is Carl, their winemaker since 1994 and Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2005. Two of the best 

parcels of Shiraz on the Hartenberg Estate were combined to create this wine. It is a blend of their two flagship 

Shiraz wines, the Gravel Hill 60% and Stork 40%.

A perfumed wine, a touch floral, which is bursting with dark plums, cassis and blueberries. It is peppery, has a 

delicately juicy texture and bright freshness. 

R1700

Hartenberg CWG Carl Schultz Auction Stellenbosch 
Shiraz 2013  
 

528 bottles produced | 93 Points MC 

Two of the best parcels of Shiraz on the Hartenberg Estate were combined to create this wine.

It is a blend of their two flagship Shiraz wines, the Gravel Hill 60% and Stork 40%.

A pure, airy and juicy Shiraz with impressive depth and structure. It is savoury, lead pencil and has a persistent length. 

R1700
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Mullineux CWG Andrea Mullineux Trifecta  
Swartland Syrah 2013 
288 bottles produced | 94 Points MC

Mullineux & Leeu Family Wines have in less than ten years positioned themselves as one of the most awarded 

wineries of all time in South Africa, at the forefront of innovation with terroir in mind, crafting cutting-edge, soil 

and site driven world-class wines. Hailing from San Francisco, Andrea studied Viticulture and Oenology at UC Davis 

before working at Cakebread, Viader and El Molino wineries in the Napa Valley. She first came to South Africa in 

2004 to work a 6 months stint at Waterford and then moved on to Chateauneuf du Pape where on the same trip, 

she met her husband Chris Mullineux. Andrea’s focus is on dry farmed Mediterranean varieties produced as naturally 

and classically as possible. The Trifecta Syrah comes from their three best Swartland vineyards. One Syrah vineyard

is grown on Schist soil, one on Granite soil and one on Iron soil. 

A delicately floral Syrah which is peppery, spicy, savoury, fresh, broad, juicy, well-structured and elegant in a 

sophisticated vintage in the Swartland. 

       

R1500

Hartenberg CWG Carl Schultz Auction Stellenbosch 
Shiraz 2012   
 

360 bottles produced | 91 Points MC 

This wine is a blend of their two single vineyard Shiraz sites, comprising 60% Gravel Hill and

40% Stork Shiraz.

A dark, saturated wine with black fruits and plums. A pure Shiraz with a modern style, it is spicy, concentrated with 

smoky blackcurrant notes, savoury, rich, showy in style, well-structured and has an engaging length. 

R1700

Nederburg Winemaster’s Reserve Shiraz 2006 
 

960 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 91 Points MC 

Nederburg is the biggest wine brand in South Africa with over 3 million cases annually. Under the influence of 

Romanian-born cellar master, Razvan Macici since 2001, a Diners Club Winemaker of the Year 2012, their quality 

gets better every year, bringing with it, a great number of awards both locally and internationally. This 2006 Shiraz is 

a testament to great quality with age-ability possible in large volume productions.

The benefits of ageing Shiraz is showcased in this wine. It is brimming with seductive mature notes, still has 

substantial fruits left, and it elegant yet smoky with tea leaf complexity. 

R625
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Saronsberg CWG Dewald Heyns Weathered Hand 
Swartland 2008 
336 bottles produced | 95 Points MC 

Chateauneuf du Pape like, this wine has impressive layers and purity. It is spicy, juicy with savoury Mediterranean 

herbs notes, and has bright tannins with a persistent farewell.  

       

R1500

Saronsberg CWG Dewaldt Heyns Die Erf Tulbagh 
Shiraz 2013    
 

288 bottles produced | 95 Points  

 

Having grown up on his father’s grape farm in the Paardeberg, Swartland, Dewaldt has always had an intimate 

relationship with the vine. His winemaking career started at Rust en Vrede which greatly influenced his winemaking 

and viticulture philosophy as well as harvest at Dry Creek Vineyards, Sonoma, California and Domaine Cave Yves 

Cuilleron, Condrieu, France. The Saronsberg style is about showcasing the intensity of fruit ripeness, yet achieving 

extraordinary savouriness across the range - a daring act that is virtually impossible to achieve. With Saronsberg 

since 2004 and from the maiden vintage, the winery has received numerous awards year on year.

A perfectly bright and ripe Shiraz with spicy red fruits. It is juicy and savoury with an airy structure and black  

olive freshness. 

  

R1500

Saronsberg Sneeusig Tulbagh Shiraz 2012 
 

252 bottles produced | 92 Points  

A ripe, succulent and showy Shiraz with pure black fruit and violet notes. It is generous, broad structured with 

complex oaking, spicy, concentrated, savoury, structured and round. Boplaas is one of South Africa’s pioneering 

Portuguese variety table wines and Cape Port producers, Nestled in the picturesque Calitzdorp. The Nel family have 

been crafting exceptional wines since 1880’s. 

With touches of botrytis, raisin, dried peach and apricot, this is an elegantly sweet offering but not cloying, it is 

honeyed with a cashmere texture.  

R1500
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Boplaas Cape Tawny Reserve 1995 
120 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 94 Points MC  

 

Outside of the Douro valley, Portugal, no other country in the world produces world-class Port styled wines with 

outstanding longevity such as South Africa. 1995 was historical in many aspects for our country, one of which was 

the national rugby team, the Springboks, winning the Rugby World Cup. This bottle is a great way to end a meal and 

to remember this monumental achievement.

A rich and concentrated offering with lovely maturity and preserved plums. It is savoury and structured with a  

spicy farewell.  

       

R650

Boplaas CWG Carel Nel Ouma Cloete Calitzdorp 
Viognier Straw Wine 2013   
 

798 bottles produced | 89 Points MC 

 

Exclusive to The Cullinan. Boplaas is one of South Africa’s pioneering Portuguese variety table wines and Cape Port 

producers, Nestled in the picturesque Calitzdorp. The Nel family have been crafting exceptional wines since 1880’s. 

With touches of botrytis, raisin, dried peach and apricot, this is an elegantly sweet offering but not cloying, it is 

honeyed with a cashmere texture.  

  

R650

Monis Tawny Port 1993  
 

30 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2014 | 95 Points MC 

Steeped in tradition, Monis has the longest established range of fortified wine in South Africa and enjoys an 

unsurpassed reputation for quality, to which the string of awards garnered over the years bears witness. A 

spectacular offering showing the greatness of South African tawny style Port with outstanding structure and 

longevity, truly world-class.

With seductive notes of dates, prunes and fig, this is a savoury, tangy and delicately earthy offering.                          

R780
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Signal Hill Escenzia 2002   
 

45 bottles were on Nederburg Auction 2016 | 95 Points MC  

 

Established in 1997 by Jean Vincent Ridon, a seasoned winemaker, making wines both in South Africa and in France, 

Signal Hill has been driven by the winery’s motto, “Vive la Difference”. Signal Hill Winery is located in the historic 

heart of Cape Town CBD, producing handcrafted wines with passion which is released in very small quantities.

Escenzia, Hungarian for ‘essence’ is what best describes this once off never to be made again sweet wine. Made 

according to the Azsu recipe, using raisined Sauvignon, Furmint and Harslevelu, this quintessential wine will have an 

unlimited life.

A pure, rich, super concentrated sweet wine with tamarin compote, prune and racy freshness – a monumental 

world-class wine.  

  

R1750
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